CROSSWORD
No. 15,882 Set by SLEUTH

ACROSS
1 A very quiet old location for fitting (8)
5 End part of a sentence (6)
9 Exhaustive conclusion in legal document (8)
10 Celebrity hoarding a lot of currency is durable figure (6)
12 Pet, say, on lead for exercise excited corgi? That's positive (9)
13 Note in autumn period musical group (5)
14 Thin layer in art form (4)
16 On reflection, noticed son facing trouble in drinking bout (7)
19 Chap touring yard with damage in Asian country (7)
21 Manage croupier on a regular basis (4)
24 Heartfelt source of sorrow recalled in dispatch (5)
25 Charlie remains with purpose as source of money (9)
27 Shade without initial evidence of sun – a feature of office life? (2-4)
28 Marks a tin containing a limited space for biscuit (8)
29 Old bloke, it's said, one that lets off steam (6)
30 Support about to be found in commercial poll (8)

DOWN
1 Take away a book on French aristocrat over time (6)
2 Layabout turned up in spot at opera (6)
3 Toss medical support (5)
4 Sympathetic expression by Mike about round proposition (7)
6 Something cheeky with drink in a toast (7,2)
7 Type in outskirts of Giza possibly? (8)
8 Excessive line restrained by trio almost in silence (8)
11 Bosun's heart is with lower flat-bottomed boat (4)
15 Direct broadcasting etc in turbulent time (9)
17 Excellent feature of tennis? (8)
18 Sample after records ornamental textile (8)
20 Stagger very loyal person (4)
21 American sailor in Washington held up accompaniment for dessert (7)
22 Suspect aims about working method in plant (6)
23 Attitude adopted among finest ancestors (6)
26 Greek character with a number quietly in bars (5)

Solution 15,881

JOTTER PAD